
ZSA members, pizzly bears, and Gustave lend me your ear,

Today we had a wild wacky final meeting talking polar bear grizzly hybrids and killer crocs.
Our animal of the week was the pizzly (or Grolar bear as some call it) the grizzly and polar
bear hybrid that has occurred both in the wild and in zoos. They may increase as climate
change forces animals to relocate. We give the Pizzly a 12/10 as they are highly aggressive
and would kill us easily.

If you're still looking for summer opportunities hit us up for more information because the
rest of this email is for Gustave the man-eating crocodile only. Some of you might be
wondering who this Gustave is that I keep mentioning well, question no more this email is
here to inform you!

Gustave is a Crocodile living in the Nile that is over 18 feet long and weighs in at around
2,000 lbs. It is estimated that he has killed and consumed over 300 people but the number
could be much higher. Due to his heftiness, it is theorized that Gustave is unable to catch
the regular agile prey crocs usually go for forcing him to eat larger creatures. There are
rumors that he was killed in 2019 but I believe this is false and like Tupac is still alive.
Gustave is also a patron of the arts in many ways as he inspired the horror movie Primeval.

Annica's meme of the week:



Have a great end of the semester and take care of yourselves during finals week. We will
see you (maybe in person?) in the fall

in awhile Crocodiles,

ZSA E-Board

P.S. MSU has opened up a student-only clinic for receiving the Covid vaccine and there is
free transportation if you need it. Sign up here:

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=21
488751&appointmentType=21861420
remember all the sexiest people get the covid vaccine.
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